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dS
dt

= − βSI

dI
dt

= βSI − γI

dR
dt

= γI
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Infectious diseases drive demography, and vice versa

Metcalf et al. 2012 Theoretical Population Biology

Affects average age of infection, periodicity, 
critical threshold for vaccination

Applied questions, e.g., 
critical threshold for 
introduction of Rubella-
Containing-Vaccine
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Classic demographic principles are essential to dissecting spread

R0: number of new infections per infected individual in a completely susceptible population

Combine with the serial interval to obtain the speed of spread. 

… … … … … … … … …… … … … … …

R0=2
Serial interval = 1 week

r: exponential growth rate, or how fast an epidemic grows at the population level



Strength vs. speed in novel variants

1 = ∫ K(τ)exp(−rτ)dτ

exponential growth rate

Infection kernel: secondary infections 
from ind. infected        time units ago

Euler-Lotka equation: 

τ

Park et al. MedRxiv



Strength vs. speed in novel variants

K(τ) = Rg(τ)

intrinsic generation interval 
distribution, integrates to 1

reproductive 
number

If the infection kernel K does 
not change over time: 

Park et al. MedRxiv
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Strength vs. speed in novel variants

Park et al. MedRxiv

Rwt ≈ (1 + κrwtḠwt)1/κ

Inference into strength and speed of novel variant depend on assumptions about underlying generation interval distributions

Rvar ≈ (1 + κrvarḠvar)1/κ

Wildtype:

Variant:

Relative strength: ρ = Rvar /Rwt

Relative speed: δ = rvar − rwt

ρ = (1 + κ(rwt + δ)Ḡvar

1 + κwtḠwt
)1/κ



Formal demography and infectious disease

The latter affects the former, but also, vice versa. 

Capturing details of transmission across (st)age can importantly shaped applied conclusions 

Unpick growth rates (for new variants, to understand control) requires careful application of fundamental principles. 

For all these reasons, we need models the encompass demography and transmissoin. 
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Structured population models for public health 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040580911001031?via%3Dihub


Understanding characteristics of variants of concern

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.03.21256545v1.full.pdf+html


Mathematical models for a pandemic response:

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6502/368


Future SARS-CoV-2 landscape of immunity: 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/09/18/science.abd7343

https://eebcovid19.princeton.edu/
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